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CONCLUSIONS
-In general the program was positively evaluated by both groups, the trainers tending to be more enthusiastic about it.
-Both groups coincide in saying that the program has improved the coordination between specialists centres and PHC resulting in an increase of referral 
rates of alcohol dependents. 
-Both groups agree that the lack of time of the PHC for preventive interventions and the lack of contractual agreement for the implementation are the 
main constraints of the  project. 

INTRODUCTION
Catalonia has developed a particular model to deal with alcohol-related problems within the framework of a global strategy on drug dependencies. 
Excessive alcohol consumption has been always considered a major public health problem and a priority by the Catalan Health Strategy. A specific 
strategy to provide adequate training and support to PHC professionals to implement SBI in their daily clinical work has been developed. A training-the-
trainers program targeted at professionals from the addictions f ield was delivered. In the framework of the Phase IV of the WHO Collaborative Project on 
Management of Alcohol-related Problems in Primary Health Care1-4 we started in 2002 the dissemination of the “Beveu Menys” in all the Primary Health 
Care Centres and we expect to finish it by the end of 2005. A parallel, qualitative evaluation (questionnaires, Focus groups, etc.) has been implemented 
as a fundamental part of the iterative process of implementation. 

Objectives
The aim is to integrate the qualitative information collected through the different instruments to better understand the developments achieved and to 
better design the future steps of the on-going implementation process.

METHODS
Evaluation and Subjects

The qualitative evaluation has been implemented through questionnaires and focus groups with the key stakeholders (trainers and PHC coordinators and 
professionals). All instruments were aimed at sampling relevant information and discussing different topics and practical issues in order to integrate the 
Health Professionals’ points of view in the design of the next interventions.

Focus Groups
All the 72 program trainers were invited and 70% of them participated in 
the focus groups. More  on the focus groups carried out below:  

RESULTS
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26 (78,7%)48 (66%)Attended
-General evaluation
-Main advantages and roadblocks 
-Ideas for the facilitation of daily clinical work

Main topics 
covered

38Number of groups
33 (10% of all PHC)72Invited

CoordinatorsTrainers

Questionnaires
Questionnaires were administered before the focus groups were carried 
out. 80% of the total questionnaires expected were responded. See below:

3372Expected

-Training evaluation
-Coordination evaluation

-Training involvement
-General evaluation
-Roles

Topics covered

29 (88%)55 (76%)Responded
14 (48,3%)26 (47,3%)Males

CoordinatorsTrainers

Focus Groups
The program strengths and weaknesses according to both trainers and 
PHC coordinators are listed in the following table: 

Questionnaires
Responses (5 likert-scale) from trainers (T) and coordinators (C) to several 
items of the questionnaires are show in % in the tables below: 

•Alcohol prevention  is not 
a priority
•Lack of training in BI and 
MI.
•Not included in the MR

•Lack of Information about 
the program
•Lack of time of the PHC for 
CME
•Trainers no time for 
prevention

•Better coordination between CDAN 
and PHC
•Well received by  PHC professionals, 
especially nurses.
•High interest on motivational 
Interview
•Increase referral rates of AD
•Demand for continuation strategies

•Lack of time of the PHC for preventive intervention
•Lack contractual agreement for the implementation

WeaknessesStrengths

Coordinators * Trainers CoordinatorsTrainers

* Courses have evidenced a need of training that was not previously perceived

116046111411291404The program contents are appropriate

2471421124710902It is important to train PHC with the 
program

468525611718200
Coordination among PHC and specialists 
centres is possible

1462462922918000The tools provided are useful
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The program is useful to achieve the final 
goals

NEXT STEPS
Future developments to facilitate the implementation of EIBI should include: 

1. Its reinforcement through contractual incentives 
2. The enhancement of nurses’ role through specific protocols and guidelines
3. A more active implication of PHC in the continuous medical education on alcohol problems. The settlement of a network of 
reference figures on alcohol in PHC setting (XaROH). 
4. The adaptation of the Computerized Medical Record in PHC to the aims of the program


